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EXCLUSIVE: Aged care worker
'mercilessly' raped grandmother, 83,
in her own bed after he wheeled out
her disabled husband from the
couple's bedroom

Simon Prodanovich, 59,  raped a sick and elderly woman inside her own home
The grub had been employed as an in-home aged care worker when he struck 
Prodanovich's 83-year old victim is now petrified of men and lives in fear
The aged care worker accused victim of framing him before DNA exposed him 
Prodanovich faces anywhere up to 25 years in jail for his 'despicable' offending 

By WAYNE FLOWER IN MELBOURNE FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA
PUBLISHED: 15:25 AEDT, 21 October 2019 | UPDATED: 15:27 AEDT, 21 October 2019

An elderly grandmother of eight was raped in her own bed by her in-house carer
after the 'despicable' predator wheeled her disabled husband out of their bedroom. 

As the Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and Safety continues around
Australia, Daily Mail Australia can reveal a shocking case of cruelty against an 83-
year old woman. 

Her abuser, Simon Prodanovich, had only been in the aged-care business for a little
over a year when he pounced on his helpless victim. 
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Simon Prodanovich, 59, raped an elderly grandmother in her own bed. He wheeled her sick
husband out of the room before pouncing on the helpless woman

A royal commission into aged care has been running in Australia for weeks. The commission
has heard a series of shocking examples of elder abuse by carers

The 59-year old from Springvale - in Melbourne's south east - was supposed to be
helping the fragile woman's husband, who suffers a variety of ailments and is
confined to a wheelchair. 

The couple had been married for more than 60 years and lived most of their years
together in their Mount Waverley home where the attack happened. 

The mother of three had been her husband's carer, although she was hardly in good
health herself. 
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Prodanovich had been employed by Omni-Care, which boasts online that its carers
help 'maintain the quality of life, dignity and independence of people living in our
community who are elderly, disabled or who have serious medical conditions'. 

On January 12, Prodanovich entered the unlocked home of his victim and gave her
husband a sponge bath. 

The fiercely independent couple had been loathe to allow carers into their home, but
conceded to their daughters' wishes so they wouldn't need to go into an aged care
facility.  

When done, his victim mentioned she needed her medications to help with her legs. 

Prodanovich told her to forget about the meds and that a massage would help. 

He wheeled her husband into the lounge room and when he returned began to
massage the trusting woman. 

What happened next was the stuff of nightmares, with Prodanovich licking his
fingers and raping the terrified woman, who begged him to stop. 

Simon Prodanovich, had only been in the aged-care business for a little over a year when he
pounced on his helpless victim
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Prodanovich had been employed by Omni-Care, which boasts online that its carers help
'maintain the quality of life, dignity and independence of people living in our community who
are elderly, disabled or who have serious medical conditions'

He fled the house and the police were called into investigate. 

When questioned days later, Prodanovich came armed with a prepared statement. 

He indignantly denied the allegations, describing his victim's complaint as
'fabricated' and 'totally false'. 

But he didn't stop there, going so far as to say the elderly woman had made the
complaint in 'revenge' for him refusing to rub lotion on her. 

He said he was 'gobsmacked' that a woman of her age would 'slander' him. 

Prodanovich maintained his cruel facade right up until he knew he could no longer
deny it. 

DNA he had left from injuries within his victim revealed the grubby truth and
Prodanovich confessed. 

He pleaded guilty to rape in the County Court of Victoria and faces up to 25 years in
prison. 

The father of a daughter himself, Prodanovich could give no explanation for his
offending, telling a psychiatrist it was a 'brain fade'. 

His victim's daughters faced him in court where they read out heart breaking impact
statements on the devastating effects his attack had had on their mother. 

'I felt really fooled and betrayed,' their mum wrote. 

She told the court she now feared all men and was frightened to be treated by any
male nurse or doctor. 

She feared taxi drivers and criticised Omni-Care for its handling of her care. 

'I remember what happened and sometimes cry,' she stated. 
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Barrister Ian Crisp said his client, Simon Prodanovich, had no explanation for his offending
other than describing it as a 'brain fade'
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Simon Prodanovich's victim (not pictured) is now too scared to be in the company of strange
men. It has seen her go home too early from hospital and collapse at home alone

County Court of Victoria Judge Susan Pullen will hand down her sentence on Simon
Prodanovich on Thursday. He is expected to get a jail term somewhere close to 10 years

Her daughters told the court their mum had been a strong, sociable and
independent woman before the attack. 

She had 'taken a leap of faith' in accepting carers into her home and she no longer
had the trust for them that had taken seven years to build. 

Since then, she had struggled to care for her husband, who needed to be placed in
respite care. 

'Be very careful whom you let into your home and life,' her daughter warned. 

'Mum must now live with this brutal and merciless touch,' another said. 

Barrister Ian Crisp, for Prodanovich, said his client was 'ashamed and sorrowful' for
what he did to the woman. 

'He's too ashamed to ever explain what he did,' he said. 
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County Court Judge Susan Pullen was scathing in her assessment of his client. 

'Your own expert described it as despicable,' she said. 'It's downright grubby ... What
we're dealing with here is absolutely appalling. It's effectively wrecked her life.'

Judge Pullen further condemned Prodanovich for his earlier denials before DNA
caught him out. 

'He was gonna give it a run,' she said. 'And then after his denials he makes a self-
serving statement.'

Judge Pullen said there were numerous aggravating factors, including the fact he
was her carer and breached the trust of his victim and her husband. 

'There is no doubt the impact has been enormous,' she said. 

Mr Crisp argued that Prodanovich's attack had been unplanned and opportunistic. 

'It was on the spur of the moment,' he argued. 

But Judge Pullen questioned that, observing his client had wheeled his victim's
husband out of the room and licked his fingers. 

'There's just no explanation,' she said. 

Judge Pullen remanded Prodanovich in custody in anticipation of sentencing him on
Thursday. 
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Alesha MacPhail's teenage killer attended a school
assembly on child abduction three years before he
snatched the six-year-old from her bed and
murdered her 

Aaron Campbell raped and murdered little Alesha after taking her from her bed just 
a few days after she arrived on the Isle of Bute last July. He then left her body on a 
patch of wasteland.
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'Adelaide will live on in all of us': Hamilton star
Miguel Cervantes and his family say goodbye to
their three-year-old daughter who died after
suffering from epilepsy and spasms with…

Hamilton star Miguel Cervantes and his wife Kelly held a Celebration of Life service 
on Sunday for their three-year-old daughter Adelaide who tragically died last week.
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Jennifer Garner is
practically the same
height as her teen
daughter Violet, 13, as
the duo link arms after
heading to church with
the family 
Take me to church!

Ashley Hart flaunts her
incredible figure in a
leopard print bikini at
Bondi Beach... before a
female friend cheekily
pinches her pert
derriere
Hart's on fire

Amir Khan calls his
wife Faryal Makhdoom a
'dumb f***' after she
fools him into thinking
she has lost $3.7million
in an epic prank
Pot kettle black! 

Ariel Winter shares a
hug with Levi Meaden
outside an LA studio...
amid rumors the couple
called it quits on their
third anniversary
Still going, not strong

Here comes trouble!
MAFS bad girl Jessika
Power 'WILL enter Love
Island as an intruder' -
as producers hope
she'll 'stir up trouble'
and boost ratings 
Everyone wants Power

Sarah Jessica Parker
struts her stuff in
flowing blue dress and
glittering heels as she
heads to her shoe
signing event
Channelling her inner
Carrie Bradshaw!

Rebekah Vardy returns
to Instagram to pay
tribute to late football
boss Vichai
Srivaddhanaprabha...
after quitting amid
WAG-gate 
Bek's back!

Chloe Ferry puts on a
bleary-eyed display as
she enjoys wild night
out with pals in
Newcastle in daring
bodycon dress and
thigh-high boots
 

Rafa Nadal's Majorca
wedding: Juan Carlos I
of Spain leads arrivals
to tennis player's
nuptials with childhood
sweetheart Mery Perelló
Love, set, match! 

Mel Doyle's big
comeback: Presenter
'will front a revamped
version of Midday' after
Sunday Night'S axing...
and Kerri-Anne
Kennerley approves
KAK approves!

Karl Stefanovic
savaged by viewers
over his 60 Minutes
segment on sharks
'Proof tonight that even
great whites find him
unpalatable'
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TOWIE's Courtney
Green is hailed 'a hero'
as she allows crew to
film her undergoing a
smear test for the
show... and insists 'it's
really not that bad'
Green's heroic smear

Angelina Jolie says
she found strength from
her children who
'pulled' her through a
few 'difficult years' after
her split from Brad Pitt
Angelina's support
network

First look at Jennifer
Lawrence and Cooke
Maroney as a married
couple as they leave
their haunted Rhode
Island castle wedding
venue
PICTURED

Justin Bieber has
decked out his mansion
with custom Drew
House cartoon artwork
worth $4,000
$4000 for the Lego
copyright infringement
artwork!

Charlize Theron
bundles up in style as
she faces the autumn
temperatures in a furry
tartan coat and
sophisticated white
trousers 
Furry fail?

Sam Burgess is hit
with an AVO after
clashing with his
estranged wife
Phoebe's father visiting
his children at her
parents' home
Sam's in trouble!

Camila Cabello leaves
a silly comment after
her boyfriend Shawn
Mendes takes a photo
with a quokka in
Australia
'I love this picture of us'

Gogglebox's Yvie
Jones reveals she has
given up seeking love
on dating apps as she
has been 'fat shamed'
by male suitors
'I'm just not made for it'

Brooklyn Beckham
looks in high spirits on
a night out amid claims
'new girlfriend Phoebe
Torrance used to work
as his mother Victoria's
lookalike'
Brooklyn's with his mum!

Bachelor's Helena
Sauzier feared Matt
Agnew 'wouldn't find
her attractive for being
on the skinnier side'...
and compared herself to
her 'voluptuous' rivals
 

Amy Schumer had 'the
best time' at Jennifer
Lawrence's nuptials as
she jokes about her
wedding day attire with
a snap from a mythical
film
'The best time'
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Kylie Minogue shares
adorable childhood
photos with Dannii as
she wishes her sister a
happy 48th birthday
'My mind floods with
memories'

Tammin Sursok throws
a lavish party for her
daughter Phoenix, six,
complete with an
elaborate cake and
massage therapists for
the parents
 

'I was trying to be a
hero': NRL WAG Zoe
Marshall gets candid
about post-natal
depletion and regrets
going back to work four
weeks after giving birth
 

'It's compact': The
Today show's Richard
Wilkins looks a little
cramped as he flies
economy with son
Christian
 

'Sorry I meant to leave
some of that out!' Trinny
Woodall accidentally
drops the C-bomb on
LIVE TV when revealing
her rude nickname for
Susannah Constantin
 

Lindsay Lohan puts on
a glamorous display in
figure-hugging pink
dress as she parties in
New York City... after
teasing new music
 

Taking in the sights!
Sarah Jessica Parker
smokes a cigarette on
her Sydney Harbour
hotel balcony ...ahead of
exciting Australian meet
and greets
 

Kaia Gerber embraces
her edgy side as she
leaves a star-studded
Beverly Hills bash
rocking a long leather
coat and high-waist
jeans 
She's got great genes

Meghan says she is
'existing not living' as
she struggles with the
pressures of royal life
after her trip to Africa
with Harry and Archie 
 

'I'm not actively
pursuing it, ever': Shock
jock Kyle Sandilands
insists he does not seek
out controversy in
candid interview with
Karl Stefanovic
 

Arnold
Schwarzenegger lands
in South Korea after a
flight with Terminator
co-star Linda Hamilton
following a night of
partying
Back to his best
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Neighbours star Nicky
Whelan stuns in a white
dress as she cosies up
to new boyfriend Kyle
Schmid at a charity gala
in Los Angeles
The look of love! 

Selena Gomez exudes
cool as she heads to
pottery painting class
rocking a $29 Aaliyah T-
shirt and velvet
scrunchie 
Discount cool! 

'I grew up in a boring
old-school church vibe
and this feels like a
party': Meghan Trainor
reveals what it's like
attending Kanye West's
Sunday Service
 

'It's boring as bats**t':
The Block judge
Shaynna Blaze accuses
Jesse and Mel of 'taking
the p*ss' with their lazy
styling of their
verandahs
 

Angelina Jolie is as
chic as ever as she
steps out for dinner with
her godmother
Jacqueline Bisset in
Paris
 

'This just means the
world to me': Amanda
Keller breaks down at
the ACRAs after
winning Best On-Air
Team for the Jonesy &
Amanda show
 

Cricket wag Emma
McCarthy pays tribute
to boyfriend Nathan
Lyon in emotional
Instagram post 
 

#WeLoveYouMeghan:
Outpouring of support
for Duchess of Sussex
after she tearfully
discusses motherhood
as tens of thousands of
people tweet hashtag
 

Revealed: Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge
popped in for tea with a
family who live in a hut
after meeting them by
the side of the road
during Pakistan tour 
 

Mel B reveals she's
haunted by nightmare of
ex-husband Stephen
Belafonte cutting her
finger off as she details
her PTSD after 'abusive'
relationship
 

Lindy Klim speaks
about her 'incredible'
co-parenting
relationship with
Olympian ex-husband
Michael Klim
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Emma Stone channels
1920s glamour in grey
velvet as she arrives at
Jennifer Lawrence's
star-studded wedding in
Rhode Island
 

Pierce Brosnan and
wife Keely Shaye Smith
look every inch the
besotted couple as they
enjoy Al fresco meal on
romantic getaway to
Portofino
 

Kyle Sandilands
reveals he used 'secret
midnight hotel
meetings' to secure deal
with KIIS FM
 

Five bedrooms, a pool
and a garage for four
cars: Inside Olympic
gold medalist Cathy
Freeman's Melbourne
mansion
 

Paris Hilton cuts an
edgy figure in black
leather jacket and
leggings as she enjoys
night out with model
Jasmine Tookes
 

Mick Hucknall denies
sleeping with 3,000
women claiming his
words were taken
'wildly out of context'-
but admits he did live a
'playboy' lifestyle
 

Hundreds of fans
camp outside The
Block's St Kilda
townhouses overnight
ahead of the show's
open inspections
That's dedication! 

Gemma Collins 'calls
999 over concerns
James Argent had
overdosed' after his
parents 'were unable to
get into his home and
he didn't answer phone'
 

Gordon Ramsay gets
permission for $75,000
igloo cabin outside his
$7.5m Cornish home
after installing one at
his $13.25m London
mansion 
 

Former Home and
Away star Kate Ritchie
is granted an interim
AVO against husband-
of-nine-years Stuart
Webb
 

Chrissy Teigen
embraces daughter
Luna as model mom
preps to launch her
lifestyle website
Cravings
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Kylie Jenner does Kim
Kardashian's makeup
as they celebrate 'Kim
day' with a birthday
dinner at Kris' desert
vacation home
 

Would YOU wear this
to the Sistine Chapel?
Tammy Hembrow
flaunts her curves and
abs in figure-hugging
outfit while sight-seeing
around Vatican City
 

Natalie Portman and
choreographer husband
Benjamin Millepied
make rare red carpet
appearance
 

Jennifer Lopez, 50,
flaunts her age-defying
figure in Alexander
Wang during shopping
trip with 11-year-old
daughter Emme in NYC
 

Katie Price tries to hit
the jackpot as she buys
lottery tickets after it
emerges she could be
declared bankrupt
before Christmas
 

Kylie Jenner recreates
her viral 'rise and shine'
video as she poses in
clinging bodysuit
 

Ashley Hart looks
breezy in a chic crochet
crop-top and patterned
skirt as she enjoys long
lunch with her gal pals
in Sydney
Boho beauty! 

Lizzo puts on an
animated display at 7th
Annual We Can Survive
concert... and makes
reference to plagiarism
claims with '100 per
cent that b***h' trousers
 

Taylor Swift dazzles in
a sequined romper as
she headlines the 7th
annual We Can Survive
concert at the
Hollywood Bowl
 

Kevin Hart's wife
Eniko Hart enjoys a
sunny Saturday at the
pumpkin patch with her
son Kenzo
 

Kim Kardashian and
Winnie Harlow smolder
in sheer black tops as
they promote their new
collaboration
 

'I have a happy heart!'
Cody Simpson's sister
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Alli gives her tick of
approval to Miley
Cyrus... as she praises
his new song about the
pop-star as 'magic'
 

Erin Molan 'falls ill'
and misses huge win
at the Australian Radio
Awards - after skipping
string of events amid
'feud' with Andrew
Johns
 

'What has Simon
become?' X Factor
Celebrity fans in
meltdown as music
mogul ditches his usual
white T-shirt and jeans
for a red top and shorts
 

Cardi B gushes 'miss
you babestar' as she
posts picture with
Offset... before showing
off her rear
 

Bill Murray cuts a
dapper figure in a black
tuxedo as he joins pal
Frances McDormand on
the red carpet at the
Rome Film Festival
 

PICTURED: Inside the
haunted Rhode Island
castle where Jennifer
Lawrence will be tying
the knot with fiance
Cooke Maroney
 

Phoebe Burgess is 'set
to leave Maroubra
mansion and move to
the Southern Highlands'
after 'second split' from
NRL star Sam Burgess
Running for the hills!         

Beau Ryan admits his
wife Kara had
'concerns' about him
traveling alone for six
weeks to film The
Amazing Race
 

Game of Thrones star
Emilia Clarke reveals
how suffering
two aneurysms
prepared her to play
new role in Last
Christmas
 

 Bachelor In Paradise's
Davey Lloyd pleads
guilty to drink driving
after being caught more
than double the limit
following date with
girlfriend
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'My two little
everythings': Sam
Burgess dotes on
children Poppy and Billy
after 'split' from wife
Phoebe ...amid claims
she is leaving Sydney
 

Kristen Stewart says
Jodie Foster had doubts
for her Hollywood
career when they
starred in 2012 film
Panic Room
 

Miley Cyrus cuddles
up to her new boyfriend
Cody Simpson during
carefree ice cream date
in LA
 

Emilia Clarke reveals
regrets over final
episodes of Game Of
Thrones... after gaining
'absolute financial
freedom' by earning
$500k PER EPISODE
 

Brooklyn Beckham,
20, is 'dating actress
Phoebe Torrance, 25,
who used to work as his
mother Victoria's
lookalike' after Hana
Cross split
 

Lady Gaga ignores 'a
lot of pain' to attend
best friend's
bachelorette party after
stage fall
 

The Bachelor's Abbie
Chatfield takes to
Instagram wearing
NOTHING but a bunch
of grapes and some
well-placed foliage to
prove a point
Is that you Ciarran?          

Kourtney Kardashian
puts on a busty display
in a lace corset with
knee-high boots as she
does photo shoot in LA
 

Dannii Minogue admits
Lindsay Lohan failed to
recognise Australian
stars on The Masked
Singer
Just her luck! 

Kylie Jenner says
'Stormi is super into
makeup right now'... as
she reveals her toddler
'begs' to wear lipstick
 

Allison Langdon 'is set
to replace' Deborah
Knight or Georgie
Gardner on Today... as
Nine tries reboot
60 Minutes of fame!

'That's it, I'm done':
Dannii Minogue reveals
the moment she feared
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her showbiz career
was over and that she'd
'have to get a normal
job'
 

Princess Beatrice and
fiancé attend historic
wedding of French and
Austrian royalty who
are descendants of
Napoleon Bonaparte
 

Kanye West performs
Sunday Service in
Jamaica as he releases
behind-the-scenes
footage of upcoming
Jesus Is King film
 

Jennifer Aniston gives
director pal Will Speck a
huge hug after dinner as
she gears up for The
Morning Show debut
More than Friends? 

Jersey Shore's JWoww
is 'trying to work things
out' with toyboy Zack
Carpinello... after Twitter
scrap with co-star
Angelina Pivarnick
 

Jennifer Lawrence and
Cooke Maroney make
final preparations
TOGETHER just hours
before their Rhode
Island wedding
 

Kourtney Kardashian
brings the wow factor to
Nobu in asymmetrical
black top with flashy
blue trousers
Embracing the single life 

Michelle Dockery
wows in a patterned
sheer maxi dress as she
joins Imelda Staunton
for Downton Abbey red
carpet in Rome
 

Nicole Richie enjoys a
relaxing morning at the
flea market with Derek
Blasberg ahead of
Jennifer Lawrence's
wedding
The Glamour Life! 

Paris Hilton attends
the memorial service for
her late grandfather
Barron with sister Nicky
one month after his
passing at age 91
 

Lady Gaga reveals she
has split from sound
engineer Dan Horton
after months-long fling
as she attends pal's
bachelorette
Bad Romance! 
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'I thought Prince
Charles was a national
JOKE!': Josh O'Connor
reveals playing the
future king turned him
into a ROYALIST 
The Crown 

Quentin Tarantino
REFUSES to recut Once
Upon A Time In
Hollywood for Chinese
censors after they
banned the film 'over its
portrayal of Bruce Lee'
 

Gigi Hadid puts on a
leggy display in floral
frock with thigh-high slit
during night out with
pals in New York City
 

Benedict Cumberbatch
puts on a VERY
animated display on
FaceTime to his family
while larking around at
his hotel
 Paging Doctor Strange!

Alessandra Ambrosio
works her magic in
leather trousers and
low-cut top as she
heads to family dinner
date in LA
 

Beau Ryan admits he
found it difficult being
apart from his wife Kara
and kids Remi and
Jessie while filming The
Amazing Race
Roadblock! 

MAFS' Ning Surasiang
reveals she is launching
her first cookbook...
called I'm Just Here For
The Food
Straight out of Hell's
Kitchen

Downton Abbey star
Imelda Staunton, 63,
displays her kooky
sense of style as she
reunites with Michelle
Dockery, 37, in Rome
 

Larsa Pippen is
dressed to kill in sexy
leather shorts and over-
the-knee boots for
dinner at Catch
 

Kelly Rowland wows
the crowd as she
performs in a skimpy
sequinned leotard at
The Everest 2019 in
Sydney
Work it! 

Model Shanina Shaik
puts on a leggy display
in a little black dress at
the Stella Artois
Marquee
Keeping it classy! 

Kate Ritchie flaunts her
slender figure in an
elegant black gown at
the Australian
Commercial Radio
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Awards
Va va voom! 

Tammy Hembrow and
boyfriend Jahkoy
Palmer look loved up as
they stroll hand in hand
during their romantic
Italian vacation
All roads lead to Rome!

Burns survivor Turia
Pitt marvels over fiancé
Michael Hoskin's outfit
as they attend an island
wedding
 

Carrie Bickmore
reveals her slim figure
in a red leopard print
frock at the Australian
Commercial Radio
Awards
Wild thing! 

'Officially in training!'
Married At First Sight's
Gabrielle Bartlett
reveals plans to become
a marriage celebrant
 

Bachelor star Keira
Maguire wows in a white
mini dress at the Eagle
Farm Racecourse
Dressed to impress! 

Heritage listed with 
many original features:
Inside Edwina
Bartholomew's $1.6
million Dulwich Hill
renovation 
 

Bec Judd, Georgia
Fowler and Laura
Dundovic lead the
fashionable arrivals at
the 2019 Caulfield Cup
in Melbourne
And they're off! 

Victoria Beckham
gushes she is 'lucky' to
have 'inspirational'
husband David as her
'soulmate' as she jokes
about their sex life after
20 years of marriage
 

Ricki-Lee Coulter,
Clementine McVeigh
and Amy Pejkovic lead
the glamour at The
Everest 2019 in Sydney
Horsing around! 

Kyly Clarke wears a
glittering crown as she
enjoys a date with
cricketer husband
Michael at The Everest
races in Randwick
Call her queen bee! 

Sunny smiles with a
(definite) chance of
glamour! Australia's
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favourite weather
presenter Jane Bunn
brings out the florals
 

Jessika Power
receives $15,000 gold
Cartier love bracelet
from 'friend' Cherie...
after the pair were
spotted 'hooking up'
Golden girl! 

MAFS' Davina Rankin
shares a snap of her
nursery and shows off
her massive bump as
she prepares to
welcome her first child
 

Kelly Rowland appears
in high spirits as she
arrives at The Everest
2019 in a multi-striped
frock with oversized
shoulders
She needs no Motivation! 

'The joys of parenting!'
George Calombaris' son
James, 8, rushed to
hospital after
swallowing a marble
George Calombaris
suffered a dramatic family
emergency on Saturday. 

Jamie Foxx's
rumoured girlfriend Sela
Vave makes a VERY
racy statement as she
goes braless in sheer
crop top for night out in
LA
 

Coleen Rooney sends
sons Kai, Klay and Kit
for fun-filled trip to
Barbados with her dad
Tony as she remains
quiet after Rebekah
Vardy story leak row
 

From the Bachelorette
mansion to the beach!
Scot Fuller flashes pert
derrière and rippling
muscles during Gold
Coast surf trip... as he
continues to battle for
Angie Kent's heart
 

'It looks like it's off
Lost In Space!' Rebecca
Judd's crystal jumpsuit
at the Caulfield Cup
divides fans online
Rebecca Judd's latest
outfit has divided her
longtime fans.

Charlize Theron enjoys
a low-key sushi outing
in West Hollywood after
winning early praise for
new film Bombshell
 

Drake appears in high
spirits as he sips his
drink while leaving a bar
after a night of partying
in Hollywood
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Janet Jackson, 53,
displays her ageless
complexion as she goes
make-up free and dons
a comfy ensemble while
touching down at JFK
airport
 

Pierce Brosnan, 66,
looks besotted as he
kisses wife Keely Shaye
Smith, 56, during loved-
up getaway to Portofino
 

'It put everything in
perspective': Oscar
winner Regina King
says her role in
Watchmen grounded
her following her Best
Supporting Actress win
 

Dennis Quaid, 65, and
his PhD student
girlfriend, 26, show off
their beach bodies as
they hit the surf on
romantic Hawaii
holiday   
 

Monochrome magic!
Kate Middleton ditches
signature statement
colours as she dons two
black and white outfits
on final day of Pakistan
tour
 

Kris Jenner is as chic
as ever in a hooded
black fur coat as she
leads the celebrity
arrivals at Jennifer
Lawrence's wedding
rehearsal dinner
 

Christina Hendricks
looks downcast as she
emerges without her
wedding ring to greet
moving vans outside
her LA home after
shock marriage split 
 

Kourtney Kardashian
teases fans with
wedding bells as she
posts sexy snap in
sheer white corset with
veiled bride emoji
caption
 

Victoria Beckham
shows off her VERY
flexible physique as she
recreates her iconic leg
pose before jetting out
of NYC
 

He's just like us! Mel
Gibson pops down to
his local Woolies in
Queensland for some
last-minute groceries...
and buys a 15 cent
plastic bag
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Kim Kardashian
shares she 'cried' at film
about wrongful
conviction and
advocates for death row
inmate Rodney Reed
 

Rumer and Tallulah
Willis look hipster cool
while smoking after
lunch outside of Cafe
Gitane in Manhattan's
Soho district
 

Lily Allen and David
Harbour look happy and
in love as they share a
kiss while attending a
basketball game
together
 

Liam Payne, 26, looks
smitten as he enjoys a
date night in London
with model girlfriend
Maya Henry, 19, after
admitting he goes
weeks without seeing
son Bear, 2
 

EXCLUSIVE  Rachel
McCord, 30, reveals
she's two months
pregnant with her first
child, months after
discovering a painful
cyst on her ovary and
needing an emergency
surgery
 

Miley Cyrus and Cody
Simpson cover Kylie
Jenner's Rise and Shine
ditty in continued fun
over the buzzy meme
 

Lady Gaga has almost
her 'entire body' X-rayed
after being DROPPED
by a fan during Las
Vegas show
 

Christina Aguilera
shares photo of herself
as a little girl decked
out in black sequin
costume
Christina Aguilera is
having a busy evening on
her Instagram.

Khloe Kardashian
celebrates Good
American's third
anniversary with co-
founder Emma Grede
 

Are Matt Preston and
Gary Mehigan signing
with Seven? Axed
MasterChef judges
tipped to 'launch new
show WITHOUT George
Calombaris'
 

Hollywood hottie!
Former Home and Away
star Samara Weaving
oozes sass in bold
orange jumper and gym
leggings in Beverly
Hills... days after
announcing huge LA
film role 
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You'd never know!
Amazon billionaire Jeff
Bezos enjoys a VERY
casual outing with
bespectacled girlfriend
Lauren Sanchez - weeks
after being named as
America's richest man
 

'Queerbaiting doesn't
sit will with me': The
Bachelor's Abbie
Chatfield accuses
Rachael Arahill and
Vakoo Kauapirura of
FAKING their romance 
 

'Y'all are still dating?'
The Bachelor's Matt
Agnew and Chelsie
McLeod enjoy a
romantic date night
amid rumours they'd
split after not being
pictured together in
WEEKS
 

'I feel different': Kyle
Sandilands reveals how
giving up drugs and
junk food has
transformed his health...
but admits he'd be 'dead
in five seconds' if he
falls off the wagon again
 

Today's headlines Most Read
'I keep telling H, it's not enough to
survive... you've got to thrive': Emotional
Meghan Markle reveals how...
'William and I are on different paths...
brothers have good days and bad days':
Prince Harry appears to...

A sense of duty... but respect has to be
earned: JAN MOIR says ITV's grovelling
documentary about Harry...
'Absolutely mind-blowing.' Twitter reacts to
Duchess of Sussex's emotional ITV interview
- but many...

Meghan Markle and Prince Harry will take
Archie to spend Thanksgiving in LA with
grandmother Doria Ragland -...
'We now have the numbers': Boris Johnson
claims he has enough support to get his
Brexit deal through - but...

How dare they take us for fools: DANIEL
HANNAN blasts MPs who claim they only
want to avoid No Deal and then...
NHS secretary who was sacked aged 86
'because she wouldn't use the office
computer' wins payout in age...

Very Invited People! From Windsor to
Wyoming, they're the society crew you'll
find at every upper-crust...
Mother, 63, dies from sepsis after 'appalling'
blunders by doctors at the hospital where she
worked as a...

Baby number TWENTY-TWO for Britain's
biggest family! Supermum Sue Radford,
44, is pregnant again a year...
Fresh hope US diplomat's wife Anne
Sacoolas could be extradited to the UK as
footage of her crashing into...

Wild West Britain's latest victims: The two
17-year-old boys stabbed to death in mass
brawl outside house...
Jeffrey Epstein liked to 'collect people'  and
Prince Andrew was his 'biggest trophy', says
the royal's...

Revealed: How half of Britons do not put
any money aside when they are paid...
even those earning £90,000 a...
Coleen Rooney breaks her silence amid
Rebekah Vardy WAG war as she reveals
she's had to skip annual family...
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Alesha MacPhail's teenage killer attended
a school assembly on child abduction
three years before he...
At least eight dead in Chile after looters torch
garment factory as metro fare riots continue
in the capital...

DOMINIC LAWSON: He may think he's
been clever, but Oliver Letwin's clumsy
meddling will never be forgiven
Fury at Labour plot to wreck Brexit: No10
slams opposition bid to sabotage withdrawal
bill and force second...

EU considers Brexit 'flextension' that
could last until next year IF Boris Johnson
fails to pass his deal...
Boris Johnson faces new court battle over
Brexit: Remainers claim the PM flouted the
'spirit' of the law by...

Operation Yellowhammer starts NOW:
Michael Gove moves hundreds of civil
servants to step up No Deal...
Can Boris still get his deal through and what
happens if he fails? JASON GROVES looks
ahead to another seven...

ANDREW PIERCE: Labour crisis as
donations fall by £12.4m amid Brexit
bungling 
Jeremy Corbyn let his Stalinist bullies off the
leash: Labour MP JOHN MANN on the tricks
his party's...

Will John Bercow sabotage Boris
Johnson's Brexit plans AGAIN? Commons
Speaker could block a vote on his deal...
Sarah Vine reveals her children have been
'scared' by abuse aimed at their father,
Michael Gove, after...

Hoping for a vote? Greasy Remainers had
other ideas: HENRY DEEDES sees a
gorgeous Saturday wasted in the...
STEPHEN GLOVER: Yes, Saturday was a
wretched day, but I believe Boris Johnson
may yet deliver

Jacob Rees-Mogg thanks Met Police for
protecting him and his son, 12, from anti-
Brexit protesters yelling...
Hate preacher Anjem Choudary's banned
terror group 'has revived since he was
released from jail last year...

Mother of two, 29, who sold stolen
designer Mulberry handbags to fund
skiing holidays in Chamonix, spa days...
She's famous for that fringe, fake tan and her
double act on Strictly - a mix that's made her
a top earner...

A rotten business: DAVID JONES reveals
how a UK labour shortage has left
thousands of tons of ripe fruit and...
Cristiano Ronaldo's DNA was matched to
evidence in the Vegas rape case and he told
his lawyers his accuser...

NHS boss declares air pollution 'health
emergency' as study blames it for 36,000
deaths a year and higher...
Eco-hypocrisy! Environment Agency runs
3,356 diesel vehicles despite being tasked
with fighting pollution 

Father notices a seemingly innocuous
spot on his neck before doctors are
forced to remove a MASSIVE chunk of...
Spanish PM refuses to answer phone to
Catalan leader who is demanding new
independence vote as Barcelona...

Hustler of Hollywood: As Scotty Bowers
dies at 96, TOM LEONARD on the lothario
who furnished stars from...
Jeff Bezos' girlfriend Lauren Sanchez
finalizes divorce with Hollywood agent
husband Patrick Whitesell 

Rugby World Cup semi-final tickets
selling for up to £4,000 as England fans
scramble to get a seat
Inside the Royal tuk-tuk! New video shows
Kate and William giggling as they travel by
traditional taxi on...

Police will set up a mobile counter-drone
unit equipped with jamming equipment
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and BAZOOKAS to protect jails...
McDonald's security guard 'calls diner
a ''stupid white boy'' and a ''muppet''
before punching the table...

Double trouble... trebled! Identical
brothers, 35, have three sets of twins
between them over just two years...
Porn star 'Bridget the Midget' faces 15 years
in prison after 'breaking into boyfriend's home
and stabbing...

Two brothers say they're SURE they
witnessed two UFOs 'battle' in the skies
above the Australian Outback...
Michael Douglas' recovering drug addict son
Cameron reveals his father made him hand
out JOINTS to celebrity...
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JAN MOIR: Four mothers who epitomise
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considered 'risque'... that has proved a hit thanks
to the Duchess of Cambridge

 

DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Co-op, Labour and a
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TOM UTLEY: At last, a genuine medical condition
that explains why I never listen to a word my wife
says

 

RICHARD LITTLEJOHN: Life's too short to
measure a goldfish

 

Press the panic button... Lucifer's legged it: The
Mail's theatre critic is directing his village's Easter
play. So why has the Devil disappeared and did the
Bible really feature green underpants
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